
 

This is the V.33 Full Game of Jenna's famous tic-tac-toe. It has now been updated to 18 mediafire.27 version! The 18
mediafire.27 will now be much better than the old one! The new game has three modes: 1) passivation; 2) easy; 3) difficult
mode, and it will also feature tutorial videos, which can help to make your game experience much easier and more full!

The BGM for this game is "Comin' Out Strong" by Nerds on 45 that can be found here: http://www.mediafire.
com/?8dbk3lnt8ar8wa0

This game is not compatible with Windows XP. Download V33 (this version) if you are using Windows XP.

Jenna's Virtually Jenna v35 Full Game 18-mediafire.36 I want to wish everyone Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! Many
new updates are being made, so stay tuned! The newest update will be posted here soon! Yours, User:Eliaser1.0.The new version
will come out sometime in July or August 2012. Stay tuned!A new update has been made for Virtually Jenna v35 Full Game
18-mediafire. 36.The update has been made for the Fix. It has been updated to the old version of the fix, because there might be
some people who still want to play using the old version! If you still want to use this version of Virtually Jenna, then download it
here:This is a list of what's new:

1) The new and improved 2D physics engine is now in place! Your character can now roll and flip in many different ways. The
physics engine will make the game more fun and challenging. 2) The 2D effects have been revised for better viewing, especially
when you add frames to your desktop (i.e., when you add a border to your desktop via Microsoft Paint). This will make the
game more fun to play! 3) There is now a shortcut, that allows you to open the shortcut menu of the game. This short cut will
make the game more fun and easy to use. 4) Some bugs have been fixed in some parts of the games, making it a little bit easier
for you to beat some levels.

I hope you had a nice time with this version of Virtually Jenna! Yours, User:Eliaser1.0.The new version of Virtually Jenna v35
Full Game 18-mediafire. 36 is being updated! Stay tuned for more updates to this version!

The new version of Virtually Jenna v35 Full Game 18-mediafire.36 is now here! In the new version, there are many bug fixes
and many gameplay improvements. For example, in the new version, all the beat levels have been revised so they are a lot easier
to pass! You can find out more details about this update in this article:http://jennaliveforum.com/topic/507-virtually-jenna-goes-
open-source/ This is the new updated part of Virtually Jenna v35 Full Game 18-mediafire.36.
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